
Legal Legitimacy
What is a pedicabber? Legally, a pedicabber is his or her own business. In other words, you will be
self-employed, and you will rent a pedicab from Cabrio Taxi to operate your business. Cabrio Taxi merely
provides you equipment that enable you to succeed.

Why are you an independent contractor? There are three areas the IRS investigates to determine whether a
given relationship between two parties is that of “business - independent contractor” or of an “employer -
employee”: financial control, behavioral control, and the relationship between parties.

Regarding “Financial control”, an individual is an independent contractor if he or she has the opportunity for
profit or loss. You will rent a pedicab at a flat rate. You will then “eat what you make.” You will do better or
worse according to your skill and effort. Regarding “behavioral control”, Cabrio Taxi ultimately has little legal
authority over your behavior. Cabrio Taxi can fire you and / or fine you. Otherwise, you are your own man. I
chose you because I expect that your behavior will respect our ideals. Regarding “type of relationship”, I
(unfortunately) don’t offer you benefits, and our contract will be defined for a one year period of time.

The idea of each rider being their our own businesses may seem strange because Cabrio has such a tight
community. In fact, building a community is one of my chief drives here. But to be clear on our business
relationship, you do not work for me. You are my customer, and I owe it to you to treat you as such.

This type of relationship comes with responsibilities on your end too. To responsibly rent a pedicab to you, I
must know that you are making an effort to operate as a legitimate independent contractor. This does not
simply entail renewing your pedicab permit each year. You are in fact your own business and tax entity.

Luckily, the US government makes it fairly easy to operate as a one man business. When you operate as a
business without filing any paperwork, you are by default doing business as a sole proprietorship. The sole
proprietorship is the most common form of business ownership in the US. The most important feature of a
sole proprietorship is that the law makes no distinction between you, the sole proprietor, and your business.
Virtually all the legal and tax consequences associated with sole proprietorships flow from this essential
idea.

The principal benefit for you is that you can deduct your business expenses (components for your bike, fuel
for your body, etc.). The principle disadvantage of sole proprietorships is that you, the sole proprietor, are
personally liable for all the debts of your sole proprietorship. Your sole proprietorship exists as soon as you
start doing business. And so do your tax obligations. You have local, state, and federal obligations.

All San Francisco businesses must register at the Tax Collector’s Office within 15 days of starting
business. The one-year registration period is based on San Francisco's fiscal year calendar which begins
on July 1 and ends June 30th of the following year. Every year thereafter, the Business Tax Registration
Certificate is renewed each year in February for the following full fiscal year. The registration fee is $25.  On
the state level, individuals complete Form 540-ES, Estimated Tax for Individuals, to report their estimated
taxes. On the federal level, if a sole proprietorship earns profits of $400 or more in a given year from the
business, the business must pay self employment tax and file Schedule SE to Form 1040.

Thinking of yourself as a business empowers you as a rider as well. Our strongest riders keep meticulous
track of their earnings and employ excellent strategy on when and how they ride, just as any good business
would. I would be happy to set you up.  Of course, I am a very poor substitute for your own research.


